Turning Up Your Profit Power
With Voyant Enterprise Energy Management and Energy Services
Solutions to reduce and optimize your
energy usage and improve your store
operations enterprise-wide.
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Out of Sight, Out of Pocket | the Challenge at Hand
Arguably, the most elusive cost factor impacting the profitability of business enterprises across North
America, particularly those incorporating multiple location sites, is energy usage.
Compounding the seemingly unstoppable rise in commercial electricity prices—up more than 80%
since 2000 and heavy with uncertainty due to polarizing government-policies—is the simple fact that
energy usage is literally invisible.
Traditional building-controls and energy-management systems have been around for quite a few
years, known for being expensive to implement and capable of providing varied degrees of savings,
measurement and reporting.
But, without an enterprise wide, smarter, more robust system that can process the voluminous
data to generate actionable analytics, operating all your HVAC, lighting, ventilating and refrigeration
equipment in your enterprise—many of which are consuming energy at very high rates—is like driving
your car without dashboard gauges.
It’s not just a matter of turning set points up and down, or equipment on and off to save money.
It’s about knowing how well the car is really running, and avoiding major breakdown expenses and
energy-wasting operations that suck money right off your bottom line.
And in a retail business like yours, that’s just the beginning. Energy usage impacts the sales-andprofit potential rooted in your brand image, with respect to everything from customer impression
(signage recognition, speed of service, comfort, etc.) to public relations (environmental sustainability).

Let’s face it. In the best interest of making money or saving the planet, the greenest
energy is energy saved.
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Energy Management AND Energy Services | the Solution
Voyant Solutions takes energy management to another level, giving facilities managers the visibility
and analytics intelligence to work in a space beyond the conventional aspects of building automation
monitoring and control.
An integrated controls network, completely accessible through the cloud from any single webenabled device, is in place. But, along with it, is a 24/7 man-and-machine service apparatus that
is continually monitoring the entire system, making real-time decisions and processing trend-line
information to facilitate a comprehensive mastery of your entire energy profile.

a Track Record of Success
Before a custom energy savings analysis is even done, business executives considering a
Voyant solution for their operation can already look to the success rates of current Voyant clients.
For a quick glimpse at the profit potential playing out in a prototypical situation, let’s look at two
projects: Paradigm Investment Group and CKE Restaurants.
Their story is well told in the case study on the following page—with this caviat:
Annual energy-cost savings are consistently in the range of 10% to 25% depending
on three distinctions:
• The configuration, condition and age of the building(s)
• The location and its relative climate swings and/or energy rates
• To-date operation of the building(s) prior to a Voyant install
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It Starts Big | the Power is Yours
Voyant’s XtraVisionQSR centralizes and automates control of the HVAC, lighting, refrigeration and
other energy consuming systems in all your building locations and brings that control through one
web interface that is accessible wherever there is an Internet connection.
With this control, enhanced by Voyant’s enterprise analytics and system management services,
operators like you have an unprecedented ability to:

cut energy costs by as much as 25%
Unit synchronization, demand control, lighting control, refrigeration control, building pressure
control, total energy monitoring—you name it. XtraVisionQSR eliminates costly inefficiencies
in countless ways.

control and reduce maintenance costs
• Preempt expensive emergency repairs.
• Troubleshoot a problem before a maintenance call to prep the service provider,
shorten the visit and minimize the bill.
• Check the work, after the repair, to ensure you got what you paid for.
• Extend equipment life with better systems control that prevents automated
systems from overworking unnecessarily.

build the equity in your brand
Maintain the optimum comfort, atmosphere and overall impression your customers take away
from your dining experience.
Any user-authenticated device with a browser—a laptop, desktop or smartphone—can log on and
access the interface, placing the control and monitoring of every energy endpoint in every building,
no matter how remote, at the fingertips of facilities management personnel.

An enterprise’s dramatic energy and
maintenance savings begin with
Voyant’s XtraVisionQSR. A system
and service that enables complete
monitoring and control of every
thermostat, light, outdoor sign, grill
hood and other electrically powered
equipment device in every building
throughout the chain—all from a
single-seat interface. And, as cooking
equipment and other devices get
smarter, Voyant will be able to bring
them into the fold as well.
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Next-Level Features
Voyant’s XtraVisionQSR then takes this vast energy management capability and turns up the volume,
introducing a wide range of control features that, combined, create a system dynamic unlike anything
else on the market.
Facilities managers begin to drive down costs in energy consumption, labor, and maintenance with
the power of alarming, trending, scheduling and more, down to the individual store level.

Advanced RTU Control
Includes Advanced HVAC algorithms. One example is RTU Synchronization- Unlike thermostats;
the control system will manage the units as one system. Without this management it’s possible to
have units in a heating mode while others are in a cooling mode, causing uncomfortable customer
conditions and higher energy cost. In areas where more than one unit serves the same area the
system will determine how many units are needed and cycle the unneeded units to a standby
condition only calling on them when required. Standby units are then rotated from time to time to
even out the runtimes. RTU Synchronization ensures that your units don’t fight each other and
reduces unit run times.

RTU Supply & Return Temp
Our control system contains an algorithm for
monitoring the cooling and heating capacity
of your units. At some point your unit’s
capacity to cool or heat the building will be
reduced resulting in higher energy costs and
increased run times or unnecessary wear
and tear. In most cases this condition will
go unnoticed until another unit fails and the
remaining units no longer have the capacity
to condition the building. This feature will
notify you via email or text message anytime
the unit’s capacity is diminished beyond an
acceptable level allowing time to correct the
condition as well as create an internal alarm
of the event.

Compressor Status: 2 per Unit
This feature will notify you via email or text message that the compressor has failed to start after a
request by the control system as well as create an internal alarm of the event. In multiple unit systems
like yours it’s likely that you will experience a compressor failure at some time thus shifting the
building load to other units. When this happens you may not know about it until outside temperature
conditions push the remaining units beyond their capacity to condition the space. Compressor Failure
Notification allows you to react to a problem as soon as it happens.
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Supply Fan Status
This feature will notify you via email or text message that the fan has failed to start after a request
by the control system as well as create an internal alarm of the event. In multiple unit systems like
yours it’s likely that you will experience a fan failure at some time thus shifting the building load to
other units. When this happens you may not know about it until outside temperature conditions push
the remaining units beyond their capacity to condition the space. Fan Failure Notification alerts you
to broken belts, tripped circuit breakers and failed fan motors or starters allowing you to react to a
problem as soon as it happens.

Grill Hood and Supply Fan Control
This ensures grill hood and supply fan are off when they should be. This also allows for easy override
if the schedule changes.

Demand Control Based on Demand Set Point
Experts at Voyant analyze your system and energy profile. We then set up and seasonal demand
set point and control the system to that level of KW demand. Electric bills for commercial buildings
include a charge for KW demand or the maximum energy used in a 15- or 30-minute window of time
during the entire billing period. This demand charge may represent up to 50% of your total electric
bill. The load-shedding feature calculates current building energy demand and uses this information
to make decisions on how to control your various pieces of equipment connected to the system.
For example, the Outdoor Lighting System may need to turn on the outdoor lighting. This could
result in a peak in your energy demand if enabled. This feature will first check to see what the current
building energy demand is and if needed reduce the operating capacity of other systems, like the Air
Conditioning System, before enabling the Outdoor Lighting System. Once the building is operating
under a predefined building energy demand set point and enough time has passed to allow us to
move into a new energy demand window (typically 15 minutes) the Air Conditioning System will
be allowed to return to its full capacity. In addition, this feature monitors the energy demand every
30 seconds and utilizes a set point (automatically updated monthly) to determine if a reduction in
operating capacities is required to achieve the desired set point.
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‘Help Me’ Button
We will provide a red button labeled help me at our EMS panel.
If there is a problem at the store the manager can contact us via
telephone or just press the Help Me Button. This will notify Voyant
that there is a problem at the site so we can investigate and possibly
solve the problem without even a phone call.

Voyant Energy
Management Scope
of Work Features
• Advanced RTU Control
• RTU Supply Temperature
• RTU Return Temperature
• Local Set Point Adjustment and
• Override
• Outside Air Temperature
• Grill Hood and
Supply Fan Control
• Grill Hood and
Supply Fan Status
• Automated System Override
• Cooler/Freezer Temperature
• Signage Control
• Outdoor Light Level
• Smart Demand and
Consumption Meter
• Load Shedding/Demand Control
• Local Grill Hood and
Lighting Override
• Help Me Button
• XtraVision Hosted
• XtraVision Analytics
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Turning on the Switch |

When Energy Management Gets Strategic | XtraVision Analytics

How do we let busy managers and operational personnel know something is worthy of their attention?
Is it possible to make sense of operational data with minimal, or no, human intervention? Can we impart
our knowledge of equipment systems to software to enable it to find issues, patterns and faults?
Voyant’s XtraVisionQSR allows domain experts to capture their knowledge in “rules” that automatically
run against the data produced by smart systems. Employing “semantic tagging”, pattern recognition,
functional rules processing and other techniques, Voyant’s analytics engine provides the ability to
automatically identify issues worthy of attention. The result—the capability to tell the user what they
need to know about the performance of their systems.
Voyant works with data of all types—whether via a live link to an automation system or smart meter,
connection to an SQL database, an import of historical data from Excel files, or a web service
feed from a utility—Voyant can consume, manage and analyze your data, turning it into actionable
intelligence that takes energy management to a whole new level.

Breaking Down the Voyant Difference
No other energy management option on the market
creates more opportunities to use power strategically,
for unprecedented cost savings that have a measurable
effect on profitability.

XtraVision Analytics
Continuous Commissioning, Fault Detection, Diagnostics
and Analytics. XtraVision Analytics helps our customers
and Voyant to “find what matters” when it comes to
the operation of your facility and its energy use. With
XtraVision Analytics Voyant will apply customized rules to automatically run against the data produced
by the energy management system. Our analytics engine automatically identifies issues worthy of
attention and, with Voyant Energy Services, we will continue to “tweak” the way the system operates
and provide ongoing optimization based on the results on the analytics engine.
The types of issues found will vary with store and system type. Here are some common examples
of issues that XtraVision Analytics finds in actual applications:
• Simultaneous heating and cooling in a single unit or across groups of units.
• Short cycling of equipment.
• Lack of diversity control resulting in higher than necessary electrical demand.
• Energy Performance—Deviation of energy intensity (kw/sq.ft./degree day) from
benchmarks, baselines, or goals, along with time of occurrence, duration and cost.
• Fault detection—Degradation of cooling or heating performance
(i.e., unit runs but does not deliver expected cooling/heating).
• Economizers open while heating or cooling.
• Non-functioning sensors (temp, kw, etc.).
• Lights or other loads operating when they shouldn’t.
• Set Points overridden and not changing with schedules as expected.
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XV Analytics uses all the system information including the important status points to identify system
problems and estimate a cost to date for that issue. The system looks at RTU Cool Failure (Unit is
cooling but temperature is not dropping enough) this condition will cause the unit to run excessively
and cost up to $2.00 an hour in electricity. XV Analytics will detect this occurrence and measure it.
Analytics sounds good right? But where does analytics fit in delivering tangible business value to your
organization? Lets look at some specific use cases.

Energy Management—

Example 1:
Automatically identifying deviation from baseline energy consumption
Establishing a desired baseline or target for energy consumption is a key part of most energy
efficiency projects, whether it is a lighting retrofit or replacement of HVAC equipment.
We expect the project to result in a new lower energy consumption profile for the facility. This target is
typically expressed as a design baseline. An important part of verifying the results of such a project is
to track actual performance against this baseline. This can be done manually, but what if you had the
ability to automatically compare energy consumption after the project against that desired operating
baseline and be informed of all of the periods of time when electrical demand (or consumption) went
above the baseline by more than 3% (or any amount of your choosing).
An analytics system can do this for you. It will find periods of time that deviate from desired operation
and automatically inform you of the issue, delivering a clear, understandable display showing just
when and where deviations have been found. No hunting for data – the system tells you that the
condition has been found and a simple mouse click takes you to a details screen showing the issue,
the time of occurrence, the duration and which sites or meters were found to be deviating from the
desired baseline.

The results:
• A dramatic reduction in the effort required to
track results of the energy retrofits and ongoing
performance of your facility.

• Continuous, automated oversight that will notify
you any time system operation deviates from
the desired energy baseline, enabling you to
take action to achieve and maintain expected
energy savings.

• An automated tool to streamline and reduce the
costs of Monitoring and Verification of energy
savings projects.
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Improving effectiveness and efficiency of
maintenance operations by automatically identifying equipment faults

Example 2:

Broken or non—functioning sensors are a reality in building automation systems. But how do you
find them. If they cause a major comfort problem you will probably get a phone call or complaint from
occupants. Responding to the complaint will take time and effort, in addition to the work required to
repair or replace the sensor.
An automated analytics system can watch all of your sensors, easily identify sensors that are not
responding, and inform you with a concise report. You can easily see them by building, location,
system name, etc.

The result:
• An organized listing of problems that can be sorted by site, by issue, by date,
by duration, or by calculated cost per event with a simple mouse click.

• Less time responding to complaints – more time devoted to actual equipment repair.
Identification of faulty equipment before it results in occupant complaints.

• Improved energy performance by eliminating errant equipment operation due to
non-functioning sensors or other components.
Another example of an issue that can easily go unnoticed, but cause significant energy waste, is
malfunctioning outside air dampers. An outside air damper that is stuck open or closed, or being
controlled incorrectly so that it is open during periods of high humidity might not result in a noticeable
comfort problem but will result in excess energy being used to cool or heat the building.
An automated analytics system can watch outside air, return air, mixed air, and discharge air
temperatures and calculate the amount of outside air being introduced.
The result: the system automatically identifies periods of time when mechanical cooling and
economizer are operating simultaneously, or when outside air (above the minimum required)
is being brought in during heating mode. Both of these conditions result in energy waste.
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Finding Opportunities for Efficiency Improvements—

Example 3:
Identifying systems that are not operating at top efficiency

All buildings are different and it can be very complex to achieve desired comfort conditions while using
the lowest amount of energy possible. Watching the operating characteristics of all equipment systems
in real time is nearly impossible to do manually. An automated analytics system does this for you.

Still More Real Life Examples
Unit Command Failure
While working on air conditioning
units it’s common for building service
companies to temporarily install
“jumpers” to keep a compressor
running while testing a unit. If not
removed this jumper would cause the
compressor to run 24/7, even when
the fan is off and would not have
been found for months later when
the seasons changed. The system
analytics are designed to look for what
we call command failures, where the
unit is not being told to run but is actually running. If not detected this situation will cause the unit’s cooling coils to
freeze and prevent any airflow through the unit. Without airflow the unit will not be able to cool the space and one
of the other units in the area would need to run to maintain space temperature. With two units running (the one with
the jumper running 24/7) the cost could have translated in up to $400 per month in additional energy cost. Running
a unit with a severely frozen coil can permanently damage a compressor adding additional cost to this oversight.

Economizer Failure
Many air conditioning units have
what’s known as economizers that
allow outside air to enter the building
when temperatures are less than 55
degrees outside and the building needs
cooling. This process is known as free
cooling. These systems can fail and
when they do the result can be much
higher energy costs. Our analytics
found just such an event here. On
the graph you see that RTU1 supply
temperature is much greater than the
return temperature when the unit is not in a cooling mode and the outside air temperature peaks near 100 degrees.
With the supply temperature much higher than the return temperature and outside air temperatures peaking at 100
degrees we can deduce that the unit’s economizer system is malfunctioning. This significantly reduces the unit’s
performance and greatly increases it’s runtime in an attempt to overcome the near 100 degree air entering the unit.
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Device Failure
It’s very common to have multiple air
conditioning units serving the same
area. It’s also common to have one unit
that’s more efficient than the other in
these areas. It would make sense then
to have the most efficient unit burden
as much of the load as possible. That’s
exactly what our system does. We
configure the system to run the most
efficient units first and the less efficient
only when additional conditioning is needed. If a failure of the lead unit or efficient unit occurs then the less efficient
backup unit is forced to handle the entire load. In this example our analytics captured just such an event. The
lead, most efficient unit, broke its fan belt as indicated by the Fan Failure. When this happened all the cooling load
shifted to the much less efficient unit. This unit was able to maintain the space temperature so management is not
concerned about prioritizing the repair but the backup unit uses almost twice as much energy to maintain the space
temperature. This is a good example of something that seems to be harmless and typically not called in for rrepair
till another failure occurs. Every day this backup unit is using twice as much energy to do the same thing as the lead
unit while only delaying the eventual need to repair the unit.

Are You Ready for XtraVision?
When you enlist Voyant Solutions to turn the wheels of XtraVisionQSR into motion for you, the service
aspect of Voyant is evident throughout the entire process.

1. energy savings analysis
Voyant meets with you to review your business, your current building operations and the full scope
of your energy profile. Then, the team calculates the savings potential of a single-point management
capability.

2. systems solution collaboration
Working with your management, IT and other key personnel, along with a broad network of
technology vendors, Voyant will propose a comprehensive hardware, software and service solution
designed to seamlessly integrate with your BAS infrastructure.

3. system implementation
Deploying trained professionals, Voyant brings your system online, giving you the power to control
your entire building apparatus, across campus or around the world, from one single personal device.
This phase begins with an evaluation of the physical space of your building(s) before the installation,
generating a report of existing or potential problems on the front end.
Voyant takes photos, provides documentation and makes everything accessible online at the Voyant
Team Site, through which you can create work orders for maintenance.
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4. ongoing monitoring, analytics and support
Voyant Energy Services (VES) is Voyant’s watchdogconsulting service that represents your most dynamic
value-add component. Manned by highly trained and
experienced professionals in HVAC, IT and electrical
systems, VES provides everything you can imagine to
promote total energy-systems optimization.
VES detects energy use irregularities and inefficiencies,
and will review and triage alarms—preempting
breakdowns and minimizing your repair expenses.
Plus, you get ongoing energy analysis and custom
reporting to arm you with the information you need to
make smarter consumption decisions. And, of course,
you always can count on VES for rapid-response
technical support any time of day.

Your Voyant Solution is an open source
system that can integrate with current building
controls systems and IT platforms to make
for a seamless, more cost-effective transition,
maximize the value of the investments made
in your existing infrastructure, and free you to
scale your system more easily downstream.
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Let’s Get Started |

800.757.0299

With the growth of your business comes new challenges. More locations, more personnel, more
responsibility and more risk demand new solutions to optimize control.
That’s what Voyant Solutions brings to the table when it comes to one of the most overlooked and
elusive cost factors affecting the bottom line—energy consumption.
And that’s why being energy smart is the mark of tomorrow’s most profitable enterprises.
Let’s get to work developing a Voyant XtraVision energy management and a Voyant Energy Services
system for you. The work is an ongoing process, not a one-time project, making a partnership more
critical than ever.
And no other company is more geared to be that partner—long-term—than Voyant. Give us a call for
a FREE Demo and a FREE Savings Analysis.

Voyant Solutions, LLC, is a provider of remote, web-enabled energy management, monitoring and analytics-reporting
services for multisite environments. Voyant supports facilities managers in the foodservice, education, retail, commercial
real estate, banking and other industry sectors.
For more information, contact: Voyant Solutions, PO Box 12275 Research Triangle Park, North Carolina 27709,

800.757.0299, VoyantSolutions.com/
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